THE SHEVA BROCHOT

THE SEVEN BENDICATIONS
-RECITED AT EVERY WEDDING-

ENGLISH TRANSLATION

IN HONOR OF THE WEDDING OF
parents of the groom

- father
- mother

parents of the bride

- father
- mother
WEDDING CEREMONY

PROLOGUE

THE MARRIAGE CEREMONY CONSISTS OF TWO PARTS THE KEDUSHEN AND THE NESUIN. IN ANCIENT ISRAEL IT WAS CUSTOMARY TO SEPARATE THE TWO PARTS AND WAIT MONTHS OR YEARS BETWEEN THE TWO.

THE FIRST PART KEDUSHIN SANCTIFIED THE WOMAN AND PROHIBITED HER FROM HAVING ANY SEXUAL RELATIONS WITH ANY MAN. HOWEVER SHE WAS NOT PERMITTED TO HAVE RELATIONS WITH HER HUSBAND UNTIL AFTER THE NESUIN THE CEREMOMY PERFORMED UNDER THE CHUPAH WHEN THE BRIDE RECIVED HER
KSUBAH AND THE SEVEN BENEDICTIONS WERE RECITED. NOWDAYS BOTH PARTS ARE COMBINED AND THERE EXISTS NO WAITING PERIOD BETWEEN THE TWO PARTS.

WEDDING CEREMONY UNDER THE CHUPAH -CANOPY
PART I

KEDUSHIN

A CUP OF WINE IS FILLED UP AND THE FOLLOWING BLESSING IS RECITED

BORUCH ATO HASHEM ELOKANU MELECH HOOLONM BORAH PRI HAGOFEN

BLESSED ART THOU G-D SOVEREIGN OF THE UNIVERSE CREATOR OF THE FRUIT OF THE VINE.

3. BOTH BRIDE AND GROOM TASTE THE WINE

4. THE GROOM GIVES THE BRIDE THE MARRIAGE RING WITNESSED BY TWO HALAHACILLY COMPETENT MEN.

5. THE GROOM RECITES HAREI AT MEKUDESHER LI BETABAS ZU KEDAAS MOSHE VEYSROEL.

YOU ARE SANCTIFIED TO ME WITH THIS RING IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAWS AND CUSTOMS OF MOSHE AND ISRAEL.

II NESUIN

6. THE GROOM HANDS THE BRIDE THE KESUBAH.

7. THE KESUBAH IS READ.
8. THE SAME CUP IS FILLED TO THE TOP.

9. AGAIN THE SAME BLESSING OVER WINE IS RECITED.

10. Boruch ato Hashem Elokanu Melech Hoolom shehakol boro lichvodo

Blessed art thou G-D Sovereign of the universe that every creature - all people animals fowls fish sea creatures all matter spiritual and mundane was and is continuously to eternity created by G-d.. The purpose of creation is that all that are created recognize and worship G-d All creation was and is eternally for the glory and honor of G-d.

11. Boruch ato Hashem Elokanu Melech Hoolom yotzar hoodom

Blessed art thou G-d Sovereign of the universe who creates man.
Even after Adam wasa formed by G-d G-d Providence has His hands on on the affairs of the universe and every human being.

12. Boruch ato hashem Elokanu melech hoolom ashe yotzar es
hodom betzalmo betzelem demus tivnoso vehiskin lo mimenu binyon aei ad boruch ato Hashem yotzar hoodom.

Blessed art Thou Sovereign of the universe who created Adam man in His image in His likeness and prepared for man his other half his life partner to eternity. Blessed art Thou G-d who creates man


G-D addresses the Jewish people.- Be happy with never ending happiness. I G-d will return the Jewish exiles from all four corners of the globe. I will redeem the Jewish people and emancipate them from the terror and cruelty and death suffered at the hands of the Europeans and Muslims . I will return the dignity and happiness to the Jewish People who have experienced 2000 years of exile . I G-d will perform a miracle with the resurrection of the Jewish State of Israel that is composed both with all of historical and new ERETZ YISROEL -IREL ZION YERUSHELAYIM AND - YEHUDO SHOMRON GOLAN AND GAZA . LET ALL THE ARABS WHO CAME FROM THE 21 ARAB COUNTRIES WHEN JEWS STARTED TO SETTLE ISRAEL BEGINNING IN 1880 - RETURN TO THEIR COUNTRIES THE ONLY PEOPLE WITH A WHO HAVE A CONNECTION FOR THE LAST 4000 YEARS WITH ERETZ YISROEL ARE THE JEWS.
THE SAME ANTI SEMITES WHO MURDERED OR WERE ACCOMPlices IN THE MURDER OF SIX MILLION JEWS AND ONE HALF MILLION JEWISH CHILDREN INVENTED THE TERM PALESTINIANS AND APPLIED IT TO THE NON EXISTING ARABS. THESE EUROPEANS AND ARABS KEPT THIS FABRICATION ALIVE AND NURTURED THIS CHICANERY AND CANCER IN REFUGEE CAMPS SINCE 1948 IN ORDER TO DISPLACE THE JEWS.


14. We bless the newly married couple with eternal happiness as G-d blessed the first couple Adam and Eve.